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MECHANICAL DESIGN IN ORGANISMS. By S.A. Wainwright, W.D. Biggs, J.D. Currey
and J.M. Gosline. New York, John Wiley & Sons, 1976. 423 pp. $19.50.
In recent years important advances in the physiology and biochemistry of the
musculoskeletal system have allowed major contributions to the understanding of
function and disease. Unfortunately, many of the people interested in studying
organisms at an extremely basic level, as well as those involved in the treatment of
disease processes of the skeletal system, frequently fail to grasp the importance and
interrelationship of form and function present in the skeleton as well as in other
biologic supporting tissues.
The authors have presented an extremely logical and detailed concept of the
biomechanics of various biological tissues. They approach this in a sequential
fashion, beginning with basic engineering concepts of materials, introducing biologi-
cal variables at a molecular level, and finally approaching the complexities of form
and function at a macroscopic level. Their final section on ecomechanics should
prove interesting to any scientist. It is a review ofthe many interrelationships between
inanimate and animate forces that comprise our planet. It is extremely fascinating to
read from the standpoint of relationships to biologic adaptation and evolution.
This book provides a detailed and useful bridge from the biomechanist to the basic
scientist and clinician. It should be of value and interest to anyone interested in
biologic function, and particularly to those interested in structure. It has an extensive
list of references that should prove invaluable to those seeking additional informa-
tion. In 1917, D'arcy Thompson first published his classic book On Growth and
Form. The authors have succeeded in bringing many of his concepts in line with
modern concepts of physiology and function. The book is full of basic and applied
principles, and should prove a very useful adjunct to the library of anyone remotely
interested in biologic mechanics.
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CANNABIS AND HEALTH. Edited by J.D.P. Graham. London, Academic Press, 1976.
481 pp. £14.50.
Discussions concerning marijuana and its effects usually evolve into opinionated
debates with parties on all sides contesting a hodgepodge oftheories which seem to
proliferate as quickly as do the number ofindividuals who use the drug. While the lay
press has done seeming justice to the viewpoints of most of the interested parties,
including Presidential commissions, a comprehensible overview of the issues at hand
has been sorely missing from the bookshelves of doctors, chemists, lawyers, sociolo-
gists, and yes, even partakers. This volume can help fill the gap, as it pieces together
the various fragments in the marijuana controversy.
A group of specialists has been assembled by J.D.P. Graham to deal with the
chemistry and pharmacology of the cannabinoids, their effects on the human body
and mind and animal behavior, their practical impact on modern society, and their
possible utility as theraputic agents. Throughout each chapter, care has been taken to
relate the facts presented to that in the other sections of the book. The result is a
holistic work which stresses, as its title indicates, the relationship of cannabis to
health, both personal and public.
A particularly scholarly chapter, by C.R.B. Joyce, is entitled, "A Critical Ap-
proach to Experiments on Cannabis and the Interpretation oftheir Results." In it is